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Understanding the Treaty Process
Kitselas First Nation has been
actively involved in Treaty
Negotiations with the Province
of British Columbia and the
Canadian Government
for the last 20 years.
Within the six stages of the
treaty process, Kitselas First
Nation is currently in
Stage 4: Negotiation of an
Agreement in Principle.
The Kitselas Treaty Office will
be concentrating its
efforts on regular
Chapter 3: Land
community consultations,
Chapter 4: Land Title
distributing treaty
information packages and
various other initiatives for Kitselas Band members.

June 2010
To: All Kitselas Members
From: Mel Bevan
Re: Community Consultation, “DRAFT” Agreement in Principle
This is the Twelfth book in the series of books that are being mailed to all Kitselas people.
The purpose is to make sure everyone has a clear understanding of what is contained in the AIP
that we are working on and still negotiating.
It must be absolutely clear that the AIP is NOT finished and will not be finished for at
maybe another year. It might be more than a year before we will be asking for a vote on an
AIP. The objective of these books is to make sure everyone is familiar with the Draft AIP, not
only what it contains but how it is structured.
This package covers Chapter 3 Lands and Chapter 4 Land Title.
We are mailing a package every month, until all 25 chapters are explained. Each month will
cover two Chapters, unless they are complex like the Taxation and finance chapters. The
packages are in book form and are yours to keep for future reference. Please review the
packages, share them with family members, discuss it documents with others. If you have any
Questions about the documents feel free to write us, call us or drop in to the Treaty office and we
will try to answer your questions.
We will do our best to answer as clearly as we can any questions you may have with a
Question and Answer sheet to be included with each mail out.
If anyone has any questions that are not answered on the sheet, please let us know, and we will
develop a new Question and Answer Sheet with your questions and we will try to answer them as
best we can.
We do not have the addresses of all Kitselas people, if there is any one you know of that is not
receiving a package and would like to receive one contact Holly.
After this there is

1 book to go.

For any Questions or comments call, Holly Spencer:
Phone 250-635-8882 extension 242
E-mail hspencer@kitselas.com
Fax 250-635-8793
Or drop in and talk to Holly at the Treaty Office, 4562 Queensway in Terrace.
Mailing address:

Holly Spencer
4562 Queensway
Terrace, BC
V8G 3X6
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KITSELAS DISCUSSION PAPER
CHAPTER 3 & 4
Keep in mind, the Agreement-in-Principle is NOT finished and is still being
negotiated. All of the Chapters are still being negotiated. Even though we have agreed to the
provisions of the chapters, we are not bound by any agreements in any of the chapters. We
can still change our minds on anything in the AIP. The purpose of these discussion papers is
not only to inform every one of what is in the AIP, but also to hear any concerns anyone may
have on the content of the AIP.
Chapter 3 is the Lands Chapter.
Treaty negotiations are all about land. The lands Chapter is one of the more
important chapters in this Agreement in Principle. The takeover of our home lands in the
late 1800s and the gradual disappearance of the land itself by other people moving into our
lands began the 150 year struggle to regain our home lands. The lands chapter returns some
of our lands and also lays out how we as a people interact with Canada and British Columbia.
It is not possible to return all of our lands, but through other arrangements and other chapters
the Kitselas people will be able to use the resources on lands outside the lands we actually
own. For example a Timber License for our Logging Company will not be on our lands. The
people of Terrace use resources outside of the Terrace area and we will be able to do the
same.
Chapter 4 is Land Title Chapter.
The Land Title chapter lays out how we register land transactions after treaty. The
current system of land registry under the Department of Indian affairs cannot be relied on and
will not be available for our use after treaty since we will no longer be under the Indian Act
and no longer under the control of the Department of Indian Affairs.
Question and Answer sheets are included for each chapter in the package. We have
tried to answer most of the questions and there may be many more questions. If anyone has
any questions that are not answered on the sheet, please let us know, and we will develop a
new Sheet with your questions and we will try to answer them as best we can.
For any Questions or comments call, Holly at:
Phone 250-635-8882 extension 242 or
E-mail hspencer@kitselas.com or
Fax 250-635-8793 or
Drop in and talk to Holly at the Treaty Office, 4562 Queensway in Terrace.
Mailing address:
Holly Spencer
4562 Queensway
Terrace, BC
V8G 3X6
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Chapter 3
Questions and Answers
Lands
What are Kitselas Lands?
Kitselas Lands will make up, (at this point the number is not known) hectares of land; the
total of the lands will include our current Indian reserves. The Actual amount and the
location of the addional lands are still under negotiations. The existing Kitselas Reserves
total about 1214 hectares or 3000 acres.
We are also attempting to acquire land around our fishing site to protect them our use.
We are attempting to negotiate for additional fee simple land which will be owned by
Kitselas but will not be classified as settlement lands
What is the nature of Kitselas ownership of Kitselas Lands?
On the effective date, Kitselas will own the “full” fee simple ownership in Kitselas
Lands. Under Canadian law, the full fee simple ownership is the largest and most
complete interest in land that can be owned by any subject of the Crown. The Reserves
we are living on are owned by the Government of Canada.
Most private land owners in the province have a “limited” fee simple estate, under which
British Columbia owns the subsurface and the roads. BC can “Take back” 1/20th of the
land, and has other rights such as the right to take sand, gravel and timber. Kitselas
Lands will not subject to any of these limitations. Lands owned by band members will
be subject to Kitselas Land laws.
Are Kitselas Lands subject to other interests?
Yes, if there are interests such as leases, licences, permits or other such interests on the
lands that we agree to, these interests will continue. If the interest does not continue we
may agree to issue replacement tenure using our law making authority to issue new
tenures.
Can Kitselas grant interests in Kitselas Lands?
Yes. Kitselas can grant an interest or estate in a parcel of Kitselas Lands (the full fee
simple estate, a limited fee simple estate, a lease, a right of way, etc.) to a Kitselas
Corporation, a Kitselas citizen, or any other person without requiring the consent of
Canada. However, the land remains under the jurisdiction of the Kitselas Government.
What happens in the event Kitselas decides to sell settlement lands outright will be
negotiated during the Final Agreement negotiations.
1 | P a g e Chapter 3 Lands

Will provincial Land Act apply to the Kitselas lands?
All laws on Kitselas lands will be laws made by Kitselas. If a land owner dies without
and heir and is taken by the Province it will be returned to Kitselas at no cost. To keep
track of Kitselas land transactions we will be able to use the provincial land registry
system to maintain our records. Using the provincial land registry system does not mean
they are provincial land, regardless of how they are registered they remain Kitselas lands.
What are Kitselas rights over submerged lands within Kitselas Lands?
With the exception of submerged lands that are part of the former Indian Reserves,
submerged lands will belong to British Columbia. However, unless Kitselas Government
consents, British Columbia cannot sell submerged lands that are inside Kitselas lands, or
grant a long-term lease, or authorize a use that would adversely affect Kitselas Lands or
Kitselas Treaty interests.
Will it be possible to add parcels of land to Kitselas Lands?
Yes Kitselas will be able to add lands to their settlement lands after the treaty. The
conditions are: Kitselas owns the land, have the approval of Canada and BC, not in an
area of overlap with some other Band and if it is inside a municipality, require the
approval of the municipality.
Can any interest in Kitselas Lands be expropriated under provincial legislation?
Yes, British Columbia will avoid expropriating lands if there are other options. Any
expropriation will require the consent on the Lieutenant Governor in Council. In other
words a provincial order in council will be required.
The procedures are still being negotiated.
Any provincial expropriation must be of the smallest interest necessary and for the
shortest time required. The provincial cabinet must give its consent.
What happens if an expropriation under provincial legislation does take place?
British Columbia must first attempt to purchase the land and if unsuccessful and does
expropriate, BC must provide fair compensation to the owner. If the owner is the
Kitselas Government or a Kitselas Corporation, British Columbia can be required to
provide available Crown land as compensation, and that land may become Kitselas
settlement lands.
Can any interest in Kitselas Lands be expropriated under federal legislation?
Yes but the details are still being negotiated.
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What happens if an expropriation under federal legislation does take place?
Still under negotiations
What is the Kitselas commercial recreation tenure?
The Kitselas commercial recreation tenure is a licence to be issued by British Columbia
under provincial law and based on an approved Management Plan, the location will be
identified during Final Agreement negotiations. Under the Management Plan, Kitselas
can conduct guided hiking and wildlife viewing activities within the tenure areas on a
commercial basis.
What law making authority will we have on our lands?
The use of our Lands, including:
Possession and management, which includes trespass and nuisance, and
Land use planning, zoning and development of Kitselas Lands;
Designation, including the designation of Kitselas public lands or private lands;
The ownership and disposition of interests or estates in Kitselas Lands;
The establishment and operation of a Kitselas land title or land registry system
Other matters relating to the property interests of Kitselas Government in Kitselas land;
Expropriation for public purposes and public works by Kitselas Government of interests
or estates in Kitselas Lands.
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Without Prejudice

For Discussion Purposes Only
Tsimshian First Nations Treaty Table
DRAFT AIP

CHAPTER 3 – LANDS
AP Can BC Ks, Km,
__, __, __ 30/01/06

1. On the Effective Date, the {TFN} First Nation Lands will consist of:

AP Can BC Ks, Km,
__, __, __ 30/01/06

a)

existing {TFN} First Nation Indian Reserves,

AP Can BC Ks, Km,
__, __, __ 30/01/06

b)

up to ____ hectares of additional lands, and

within the area set out in its respective Sub-appendix __ through __.
AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, __, __, __
2/08/07

2. Prior to Final Agreement {TFN} First Nation may propose to the Parties
other special land areas for consideration.

AP Can BC Ks, Km,
__, __, __ 30/01/06

3. The Final Agreement will provide for agreed upon fee simple lands
acquired by {TFN} First Nation to be included as {TFN} First Nation
Lands.

AP Can BC Ks, Km,
__, __, __ 30/01/06

4. The Final Agreement will set out the precise description, location and
amount of {TFN} First Nation Lands for {TFN} First Nation.

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, __, __, __
2/08/07

5. On the Effective Date, the {TFN} First Nation will own {TFN} First
Nation Lands in fee simple and {TFN} First Nation fee simple ownership
of {TFN} First Nation Lands will not be subject to any condition,
proviso, restriction, exception, or reservation set out in the Land Act, or
any comparable limitation under Federal or Provincial Law.

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, __, __, __
2/08/07

6. Prior to Final Agreement the Parties will address the question of
Agricultural Land Reserve designations on {TFN} First Nation Lands.

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, __, __, __
2/08/07

7. The Final Agreement will set out all of the interests to which {TFN} First
Nation Lands will be subject on the Effective Date, including all leases,
licences, tenures, permits, and other authorized uses.

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, __, __, __
30/01/06

8. In the event that the {TFN} First Nation will be required to issue
replacement tenures, or to assume existing tenures, in respect of those
interests, the terms and conditions of those tenures will be included as
part of the Final Agreement.

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, __, __, __
30/01/06

9. In accordance with the Final Agreement, its {TFN} First Nation
Constitution, and its {TFN} First Nation Law, the {TFN} First Nation
may transfer interests in its {TFN} First Nation Lands without the
consent of Canada or British Columbia.
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AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, __, __, __
30/01/06

10. The Final Agreement will contain provisions concerning the status of
{TFN} First Nation Lands which are sold.

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, __, __, __
30/01/06

11. All methods of acquiring a right in or over land by prescription or by
adverse possession, including the common law doctrine of prescription
and the doctrine of the lost modern grant, are abolished in respect of
{TFN} First Nation Lands.

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, __, __, __
30/01/06

12. If, at any time, any parcel of {TFN} First Nation Lands, or any estate or
interest in a parcel of {TFN} First Nation Lands, finally escheats to the
Crown, the Crown will transfer, at no charge, that parcel, estate or
interest to the {TFN} First Nation.

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, __, __, __
30/01/06

13. The boundaries of {TFN} First Nation Lands will be described at no cost
to {TFN} First Nation. Canada and British Columbia will, as agreed
between them, pay the cost of any surveys of the boundaries of {TFN}
First Nation Lands.

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, __, __, __
30/01/06

14. The Final Agreement will set out the process under which {TFN} First
Nation Lands or parcels of {TFN} First Nation Lands may be registered
under the provincial land title system or may be registered in the {TFN}
First Nation registry system.

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, __, __, __
30/01/06

15. Overlapping claims with other First Nations with respect to {TFN} First
Nation Lands referred to in paragraph 1 should be resolved prior to the
Final Agreement.
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Submerged Lands
AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, __, __, __
2/08/07

16. Subject to 20, Submerged Lands do not form part of {TFN} First Nation
Lands and nothing in this Agreement affects British Columbia’s
ownership of Submerged Lands.

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, __, __, __
2/08/07

17. British Columbia will notify a {TFN} First Nation of any proposed
Disposition of an Interest in, or use or occupation of, Submerged Lands
that are wholly contained within its {TFN} First Nation Lands.

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, __, __, __
2/08/07

18. British Columbia will not, in respect of Submerged Lands that are wholly
contained within {TFN} First Nation Lands:
a) grant an estate in fee simple;
b) grant a lease that, with any rights of renewal, may exceed 25
years;
c) transfer administration and control for a period that may exceed
25 years; or
d) otherwise Dispose of an Interest in, or authorize the use or
occupation of, Submerged Lands if that Disposition, use or
occupation would adversely affect those {TFN} First Nation
Lands or the applicable {TFN} First Nation’s interests described
in the Final Agreement, without the consent of that {TFN} First
Nation.

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, __, __, __
2/08/07

19. 17 and 18 do not affect the riparian rights of the upland owners of {TFN}
First Nation Lands adjacent to Submerged Lands.

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, __, __, __
2/08/07

20. Submerged Lands which are part of Former Indian Reserves form part of
the {TFN} First Nation Lands of the applicable {TFN} First Nation.

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, __, __, __
2/08/07

21. No transfer of Submerged Lands to a {TFN} First Nation in accordance
with the Final Agreement includes the exclusive right to fish.
Additions to {TFN} First Nation Lands

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, __, __, __
2/08/07

22. The Final Agreement may contain provisions which will allow {TFN}
First Nation to add lands to its {TFN} First Nation Lands.

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, __, __, __
2/08/07

23. Any addition of lands to {TFN} First Nation Lands of the {TFN} First
Nation will:
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AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, __, __, __
2/08/07

a) require the consent of Canada and British Columbia;

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, __, __, __
2/08/07

b) be at no cost to Canada and British Columbia;

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, __, __, __
2/08/07

c) be in areas free from overlap with another First Nation unless that
First Nation consents;

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, __, __, __
2/08/07

d) be outside of municipal boundaries subject to consultation with
the Regional District where the land is within the Regional
District but not within a municipality and where the land is within
a municipality, with the consent of the municipality; and

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, __, __, __
2/08/07

e) be owned in fee simple by the {TFN} First Nation.

BC New
expropriation
language to be
tabled

Expropriation

TFN proposed
language 4/10/07

24. Expropriation by either Canada or British Columbia will not result
in a reduction of the current total land area of the {TFN} First
Nation except as agreed to by the {TFN} First Nation.

BC new language –
March 2009

Provincial Expropriation of {TFN} First Nation Lands

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, __, __, __
2/08/07

25. British Columbia acknowledges as a general principle that where it is
reasonable to use other means, provincial expropriation of {TFN} First
Nations Lands will be avoided.

TFN proposed
alternative. Nov/08

TFN propose keeping only principles contained in 24, 25 (with some amendments) and 28 in the
chapter; other proposals would be contained in an appendix/schedule to the treaty. Note there is
also an interest in principles dealing with replacement lands/compensation. The Parties to
address when BC new language is tabled. Nov/08

Or
British Columbia and {TFN} First Nations agree that as a general
principle {TFN} First Nations Lands will not be subject to
expropriation except as set out in the Final Agreement.
Or
British Columbia and {TFN} First Nation agree that as a general
principle {TFN} First Nations Lands will not be expropriated.

AP by Can, BC, Ks,

26. Subject to the Final Agreement, any interest in {TFN} First Nations
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Lands may be expropriated by and for the use of a Provincial
Expropriating Authority in accordance with provincial legislation
respecting expropriation and with the consent of, and by the order of the
Lieutenant Governor-in-Council.

Km, Ma, __, __
17/05/06
Need definition of
Prov Exp’n
Authority—TFN
wish to limit to the
Province.

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, Ma, __, __
17/05/06

Or
The Expropriation Act applies to the expropriation of {TFN} First
Nation Lands by a Provincial Expropriating Authority except to the
extent that the Final Agreement modifies its application.
27. Where a Provincial Expropriating Authority has determined that it must
use {TFN} First Nations Lands, the Provincial Expropriating Authority
will make reasonable efforts to acquire the land through agreement with
{TFN} First Nations.
Or
If a Provincial Expropriating Authority has determined that it requires
an interest or estate in {TFN} First Nation Lands, the Provincial
Expropriating Authority will make reasonable efforts to acquire the
interest or estate through agreement with the {TFN} First Nation.
Notwithstanding paragraph 25 and 27, and paragraph 2 of the
Environmental Management Chapter, a Provincial Expropriating
Authority may expropriate {TFN} First Nation Lands in accordance
with this Chapter.

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, Ma, __, __
17/05/06

28. Any expropriation of {TFN} First Nations Lands by a Provincial
Expropriating Authority will be of the smallest estate or interest
necessary, and for the shortest time required.
Or
(5)A Provincial Expropriating Authority may expropriate an interest or
estate in {TFN} First Nation Lands only with the consent and by the
order of the Lieutenant Governor in Council.
(6)The Lieutenant Governor in Council may issue an order consenting
to an expropriation of an interest or estate in {TFN} First Nation Lands
only:
a) after the conclusion of the procedures described in paragraphs 7
to 8; and
b) if the expropriation is justifiable in accordance with paragraph 9.
(7)Before the Lieutenant Governor in Council makes a decision under
paragraph 6, the Provincial Expropriating Authority will provide to
{TFN} First Nation a report which states the reasons for the
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expropriation and addresses the factors under subparagraphs 9.b to 9.d.
(8)If {TFN} First Nation objects to the expropriation of the interest or
estate in {TFN} First Nation Lands, the Provincial Expropriating
Authority and {TFN} First Nation will, within 60 days of the delivery to
{TFN} First Nation of that report, make reasonable efforts to resolve the
objection raised by {TFN} First Nation.
(9)For the purposes of subparagraph 6.b, an expropriation is justifiable
where the Lieutenant Governor in Council is satisfied that the following
requirements have been met:
a) reasonable efforts have been made by the Provincial
Expropriating Authority to acquire the interest or estate in {TFN}
First Nation Lands through agreement with {TFN} First Nation;
b) there is no other reasonably feasible alternative to the
expropriation, including the use of lands that are not {TFN} First
Nation Lands;
c) the most limited interest or estate in {TFN} First Nation Lands
necessary is expropriated for the shortest time possible;
d) information relevant to the expropriation, other than documents
that would be protected from disclosure under Provincial Law, has
been provided to {TFN} First Nation, including the report referred to
in paragraph 7; and
e) where {TFN} First Nation has objected to the expropriation,
reasonable efforts have been made to resolve the objection.
(10)The Lieutenant Governor in Council will not consent to the
expropriation before the end of the period provided for in paragraph 8.
(11)Notwithstanding paragraphs 6 to 10, the Lieutenant Governor in
Council may consent to the expropriation if the Minister or Lieutenant
Governor in Council has declared a state of emergency.
Compensation
f) new proposal by
TFN. BC will
review alternative.
Concern with f. 1
Nov/07
TFN note-Kitselas
presently operating
under FNLMA and

29. The value of the expropriated Interest will be based on the criteria used
to determine compensation under the provincial Expropriation Act.
Or
[The total value of the compensation provided by British Columbia
will take into account the following factors:
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Ora) the market value of the expropriated interest or estate;
b) the replacement value of any improvement to the land where
it is reasonably necessary to rebuild the improvement on
other land;
c) the damages attributable to disturbance;
d) the value of any special economic advantage arising out of or
incidental to the occupation or use of the affected {TFN} First
Nation Lands by the {TFN} First Nation to the extent that this
value is not otherwise compensated;
e) damages for any reduction in the value of a remaining
interest; and
f) damages for any adverse effect on cultural or other special
value of the land.]
or
The total value of compensation for an expropriated interest or estate
in {TFN} First Nation Lands will be based on the criteria used in the
Expropriation Act and will take into account the following factors:
a) the market value of the land based on its use at the date of
expropriation plus reasonable damages
b) the market value of the land based on its highest and best use at
the date of expropriation;
c) the value of a special economic advantage to the owner arising
out of his or her occupation or use of the land; and
d) the value of improvements made by an owner occupying a
residence located on the land.

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, __, __, __
4/10/07

30. If the Provincial Expropriating Authority and the {TFN} First Nation
disagree on the value of the expropriated Interest, either the {TFN} First
Nation or British Columbia may refer the issue to be finally determined
by arbitration under Chapter X Dispute Resolution without having to
proceed through Stages One and Two. A Disagreement regarding the
value of the expropriated Interest will not delay the expropriation.
Or
If the Provincial Expropriating Authority and the {TFN} First Nation
disagree on the total value of compensation for the expropriated interest
or estate, the issue will be finally determined by arbitration under
Chapter XX Dispute Resolution.

TFN prefer to use

31. Where an estate in fee simple in {TFN} First Nation Lands is
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expropriated by a Provincial Expropriating Authority other than a
provincial ministry or Crown corporation, that Provincial Expropriating
Authority will provide that {TFN} First Nation with compensation
according to the provincial Expropriation Act.
32. If {TFN} First Nation Disposes of the estate in fee simple in a parcel of
its First Nation Lands to any person other than to a:
a) member of {TFN} First Nation;
b) First Nation Corporation of {TFN} First Nation; or
c) First Nation Public Institution of the First Nation Government of
{TFN} First Nation,
expropriation by a Provincial Expropriating Authority of such land
may occur in accordance with Provincial Law and not subject to the
Provincial Expropriation provisions, except 36 and 37.
Replace with:
If a Provincial Expropriating Authority expropriates an interest or
estate in {TFN} First Nation Lands and the expropriated interest or
estate includes an interest or estate held by a person other than:
a) {TFN} First Nation,
b) a {TFN} First Nation Citizen,
c) a {TFN} First Nation Public Institution or
d) a {TFN} First Nation Corporation,
the affected person may participate in any negotiation between the
Provincial Expropriating Authority and {TFN} First Nation relating to
the compensation payable for their interest or estate.

TFN proposed BC to
review 4/10/07

33. (For greater certainty) {TFN} First Nation liability to pay
compensation under paragraph 34 to individuals whose property is
expropriated is no greater than the amount paid by the Provincial
Expropriating Authority to the {TFN} First Nation for the
expropriated land.

TFN to review
4/10/07

34. Subject to 32 and 33, the {TFN} First Nation will be responsible for
providing compensation to the holder of any Interest in {TFN} First
Nation Lands that may be expropriated by a Provincial Expropriating
Authority in accordance with the expropriation provisions of this
Chapter, and the holder of any such expropriated Interest has no
recourse against British Columbia or the Provincial Expropriating
Authority for compensation.
Expropriation of a Fee Simple Estate
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35. [Subject to 28, where an estate in fee simple in {TFN} First Nations
Lands is expropriated by a Provincial Expropriating Authority, the
expropriation will include the estate in fee simple to Subsurface
Resources unless British Columbia and {TFN} First Nations agree
otherwise].
Replace this clause and the one below with this one:
Where a fee simple estate in {TFN} First Nation Lands is expropriated
by a Provincial Expropriating Authority:
a) the expropriation will include the fee simple estate to Subsurface
Resources unless British Columbia and the {TFN} First Nation agree
otherwise; and
b) those lands will no longer be {TFN} First Nation Lands
and Appendix X will be deemed to be amended in accordance with [X].

BC will review TFN
Alternate (88 LTFA)
2/08/07
BC added
language—will
discuss at next
meeting. 14 Aug/07

36. Where a Provincial Expropriating Authority expropriates an estate in fee
simple in {TFN} First Nations Lands, those lands will no longer be
{TFN} First Nations Lands and Appendix XX will be deemed to be
amended to reflect such removal of lands from {TFN} First Nation
Lands.
Or

BC to review—
connection to tax
base, x-ref to Roads
& Corridors
1Nov/07

If British Columbia expropriates an interest or estate in a parcel of
{TFN} First Nation Lands, that parcel of land retains its status as
{TFN} First Nation Lands unless the expropriation is of the fee
simple estate and British Columbia and {TFN} First Nation agree
that the land is no longer {TFN} First Nation Lands.
See above clause.
Provincial Crown Land as Replacement Land

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, __, __, __
2/08/07
BC Note: Provincial
Expropriation
Authority not used
here as only crown
can id, acquire and
offer Crown Land.
Second option was
proposed at 2
August 07 meeting
and would be
alternative to
original. 14 Aug/07

37. Where an estate in fee simple in {TFN} First Nation Lands is
expropriated by a provincial ministry or Crown corporation, that
provincial ministry or Crown Corporation will make reasonable efforts to
identify, acquire and offer provincial Crown land of comparable value
within {TFN} First Nations Area to {TFN} First Nations as
compensation and if accepted by the {TFN} First Nation, British
Columbia will transfer the land to {TFN} First Nation.
Or
In the event of the expropriation of a fee simple estate in a parcel of
{TFN} First Nation Lands, British Columbia will make reasonable
efforts to identify replacement land within the {TFN} First Nation
Area, being either provincial Crown land or land available on a
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“willing-seller, willing-buyer” basis, of equivalent or greater size
and comparable value and, if acceptable to {TFN} First Nation, to
acquire and offer the replacement land to {TFN} First Nation as
compensation for the expropriation.
Or
If British Columbia expropriates a fee simple estate in {TFN} First
Nation Lands British Columbia will make reasonable efforts to identify
and offer provincial Crown land of comparable value within the {TFN}
First Nation Area to the {TFN} First Nation as compensation.
If the replacement land provided under paragraph 37 is of less than
comparable value, British Columbia will provide additional
compensation in accordance with paragraph 29.
If {TFN} First Nation accepts Crown land as replacement land:
a) British Columbia will transfer the replacement lands to the {TFN}
First Nation; and
b) unless otherwise agreed by British Columbia and the {TFN} First
Nation, the replacement land will include the Subsurface Resources
provided that the Subsurface Resources are owned by British
Columbia.
BC new clause
added 14 Aug 07

38. A {TFN} First Nation may request that British Columbia consent to a
parcel of replacement land transferred to {TFN} First Nation in
accordance with 37 being added {TFN} First Nation Lands.
Replace this and 44 with:
{TFN} First Nation may request that Canada and British Columbia
consent to the replacement land being added to {TFN} First Nation
Lands and, if Canada and British Columbia consent, Appendix X will be
deemed to be amended in accordance with [X].

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, Ma, __, __
17/05/06
Para 22-23 of the
Lands Chapter refers
to Additions to TSL
section.

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, Ma, __, __

39. British Columbia and Canada will consent to proposed replacement land,
transferred to {TFN} First Nations in accordance with paragraph 37,
being added to First Nation Lands if:
Or
British Columbia will consent to the addition of replacement land
provided under paragraph 18 to {TFN} Fist Nation Lands subject to the
factors set out in paragraph 22-23 of this Chapter being met.
a) the proposed replacement land is located within {{TFN} First
Nations Area;
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17/05/06
AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, __, __, __
2/08/07

b) the proposed replacement land is located outside of municipal
boundaries or within municipal boundaries if the municipality
consents; and

AP by __, BC, Ks,
Km, __, __, __
4/10/07

c) the addition of proposed replacement land to {TFN} First Nations
Lands will not result in British Columbia or Canada being
required to assume financial or other obligations other than the
direct costs such as survey or transfer fees and taxes that may be
associated with the transfer of the land to {TFN} First Nation.

CA to review

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, Ma, __, __
17/05/06

40. Unless otherwise agreed by British Columbia and {TFN} First Nations, if
British Columbia owns the Subsurface Resources under any proposed
replacement lands which become {TFN} First Nations Lands in
[accordance with paragraph 37/connection with an expropriation by a
Provincial Expropriation Authority of {TFN} First Nation Lands,
British Columbia will, subject to any existing interests, transfer the
ownership of Subsurface Resources to {TFN} First Nations.
See new clause above 38-this would be replaced by that clause.

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, Ma, __, __
17/05/06

41. Proposed replacement land, including any Subsurface Resources,
transferred to {TFN} First Nations in accordance with paragraph 37 will
continue to be subject to any interests which exist in such lands
immediately prior to the transfer to {TFN} First Nations, unless
otherwise agreed by {TFN} First Nations and British Columbia.
Replace this and the clause below with this one:

Reference is to
section of the
Tenured Subsurface
Resources Chapter.

AP by CA, BC, Ks,
Km, __, __, __
4/10/07

Replacement land transferred to {TFN} First Nation in accordance with
paragraph 18 continues to be:
a) subject to any interest existing immediately before the transfer to
the {TFN} First Nation, unless otherwise agreed by the {TFN} First
Nation and British Columbia; and
b) any tenured subsurface resources continue to be administered by
British Columbia in accordance with paragraphs 7-14 of the
Subsurface Resources Chapter.
42. For greater certainty, {TFN} First Nation’s ownership of Subsurface
Resources is subject to any Subsurface Tenures existing immediately
before the acquisition of the parcel of land by the {TFN} First Nation and
those Subsurface Tenures continue to be administered by British
Columbia in accordance with Error! Reference source not found.Error! Reference source not found. (Subsurface Tenures/Tenured
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Subsurface Resources).
See above clause.
TFN to review—BC
clarified that only a
provincial ministry
or Crown Corp can
provide replacement
lands. BC to
provide list of PEAs
that are not
ministries or Crown
Corps. 4/10/07

43. If there is no agreement between the [Provincial Expropriation
Authority/provincial ministry or Crown corporation] and {TFN} First
Nation on the provision of land as compensation under 37, the
[Provincial Expropriation Authority/provincial ministry or Crown
corporation] will provide {TFN} First Nation with other
compensation [in accordance with 29 (the Criteria)/under the
provincial Expropriation Act].
Or
If there is no agreement between British Columbia and {TFN} First
Nation on the provision of land as compensation under paragraph 18,
British Columbia will provide {TFN} First Nation with other
compensation in accordance with the Expropriation Act.

AP by CA, BC, Ks,
Km, __, __, __
4/10/07

44. If British Columbia has consented to replacement lands becoming {TFN}
First Nation Lands in accordance with a request under 38, and Canada
has consented to such replacement lands becoming {TFN} First Nation
Lands, then upon receipt by that {TFN} First Nation of notice of the
consent of each of British Columbia and Canada, Appendix x is deemed
to be amended to reflect such addition to {TFN} First Nations Lands.
See 38- this would be replaced by alternative for 38.
Expropriation of Less Than Fee Simple Estate

AP by CA, BC, Ks,
Km, __, __, __
4/10/07

45. Where less than the estate in fee simple in a parcel of {TFN} First Nation
Lands is expropriated by a Provincial Expropriating Authority:
a) the parcel of land retains its status as {TFN} First Nation Lands;
b) the parcel of land remains subject to {TFN} First Nation Law
except to the extent that the {TFN} First Nation Law is
inconsistent with the use of land for which the expropriation took
place; and
c) the {TFN} First Nation may continue to use and occupy the parcel
of land, except to the extent that such use or occupation interferes
with the use of land for which the expropriation took place.
Or
Where less than the fee simple estate in {TFN} First Nation Lands is
expropriated by a Provincial Expropriating Authority:
a) the parcel of land retains its status as {TFN} First Nation
Lands;
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b) {TFN} First Nation may continue to use and occupy the
parcel of land, subject to the terms of the Final Agreement or
except to the extent that such use or occupation interferes with
the use of land for which the expropriation took place; and
c) {TFN} First Nation Law applies to the parcel of land,
subject to the terms of the Final Agreement or except to the
extent that the {TFN} First Nation Law is inconsistent with the
use of land for which the expropriation took place.
Paragraphs (currently) 37 through 44 do not apply to an
expropriation by a Provincial Expropriating Authority of less than
the fee simple estate in a parcel of {TFN} First Nation Lands.
AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, Ma, __, __
17/05/06
BC note: is this still
required?

46. The Final Agreement will include provisions concerning the status of
land that {TFN} First Nations purchase with cash received as
compensation for an expropriation under Provincial Law.

Return of an Expropriated Interest or Estate
AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, Ma, __, __
17/05/06
PD [ ] by BC

New to replace
above clause

47. The Final Agreement will set out provisions under which British
Columbia and {TFN} First Nations may negotiate terms that may allow
{TFN} First Nations to acquire land previously expropriated by British
Columbia, if the land is no longer required by British Columbia [for the
purpose for which it was originally expropriated]. Clauses 25-47
Under Review by BC 5-02-08.
If an expropriated interest or estate in {TFN} First Nation Lands is no
longer required by the Provincial Expropriating Authority:
a) the expropriated interest or estate will be returned to the {TFN}
First Nation subject to terms to be negotiated at the time of the
return of the expropriated interest or estate; and
b) at the request of {TFN} First Nation, the parcel of land will be
added to {TFN} First Nations Lands and Appendix X is deemed to be
amended in accordance with X.
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Federal Expropriation of {TFN} First Nation Lands

Definitions
AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, __, __, __
4/10/07

“Federal Expropriating Authority” means the Government of Canada or any
other entity authorized under federal legislation to expropriate land or an
interest in land.

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, Ma, __, __
07/12/06

“{TFN} First Nation Area” means that geographic area identified by the
{TFN} First Nation as its traditional territory on the map attached to the
{TFN} First Nation Statement of Intent filed with the BCTC.

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, Ma, __, __
12/04/06

48. Canada and {TFN} First Nation agree that as a general principle, {TFN}
First Nation Lands will not be subject to expropriation, except as set out
in this Chapter.

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, Ma, __, __
16/05/06

49. Any interest in {TFN} First Nation Lands may be expropriated by a
Federal Expropriating Authority in accordance with federal legislation
and with the consent of the Governor-in-Council.

For review by Ca.
legal counsel4/10/07

50. The Governor-in-Council [may/ will only] consent to an expropriation of
an interest in {TFN} First Nation Lands [only] if the expropriation is
justifiable in accordance with paragraph 51 and necessary for a public
purpose.

For review by Ca.
legal counsel4/10/07

51. For the purposes of paragraph 50, an expropriation is [only] justifiable
where the Governor-in-Council is satisfied that the following
requirements have been met:
TFN interest in keeping consistent with FNLMA which states:
The governor-in-council may consent to any expropriation only if
the governor-in-council is satisfied that, in addition to any other
legal requirements that may apply, that the expropriation is
justifiable such that the following requirements have been met:
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[from FNLMA section 29 (3)]
AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, Ma, __, __
07/12/06

a)

there is no other reasonably feasible alternative land to
acquire that is not {TFN} First Nation Lands;

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, Ma, __, __
12/04/06

b)

reasonable efforts have been made by the Federal
Expropriating Authority to acquire the interest in {TFN}
First Nation Lands through agreement with the {TFN} First
Nation;

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, Ma, __, __
07/12/06

c)

the most limited interest in {TFN}First Nation Lands
necessary is expropriated for the shortest time possible; and

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, Ma, __, __
07/12/06

d)

information relevant to the expropriation, other than
documents that would be protected from disclosure pursuant
to federal legislation, has been provided to the {TFN} First
Nation.

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, __, __

05-02-08

52. Canada will not expropriate a fee simple interest in {TFN} First Nation
Lands if Canada’s interests can be met through the taking of a less than
fee simple interest.

Moved from below.
Feb/08

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, Ma, __, __
12/04/06

53. Prior to the Governor-in-Council issuing an order consenting to the
expropriation of an interest in {TFN} First Nation Lands, the Federal
Expropriating Authority will provide to {TFN} First Nation, and make
available to the public, a report stating the justification for the
expropriation and describing the steps taken to satisfy the requirements
set out in paragraph 51.

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, Ma, __, __
16/05/06

54. If {TFN} First Nation objects to a proposed expropriation of an interest
in {TFN} First Nation Lands, it may, within 60 days after the report has
been provided to {TFN} First Nation in accordance with paragraph 53,
by providing notice in writing to the Federal Expropriating Authority refer the matter for review of the steps taken to satisfy the requirements
set out in paragraph 51 directly to neutral evaluation under Stage Two of
the Dispute Resolution Chapter.

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, Ma, __, __
16/05/06

55. The Federal Expropriating Authority may not seek Governor-in-Council
consent to the expropriation of an interest in {TFN} First Nation Lands
before the expiration of the period referred to in paragraph 54 or, if
{TFN} First Nation has referred the matter to a neutral evaluator in
accordance with paragraph 54, before the neutral evaluator has delivered
an opinion on the matter, such opinion to be rendered within 60 days of
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the referral being made or within such additional time as the parties may
agree.
AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, Ma, __, __
07/12/06

56. Without limiting the generality of the Dispute Resolution Chapter, the
opinion of the neutral evaluator/facilitator under paragraph 55:

05-02-08

a) is without prejudice to the legal positions that may be taken by a
Federal Expropriating Authority and {TFN} First Nation in court
or in any other forum;

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, __, __

b) will not be admissible in any legal proceedings, unless otherwise
required by law; and

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, __, __

05-02-08
AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, Ma, __, __
07/12/06

c) is not binding on the Governor-in-Council under paragraphs 50
and 51.

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, __ Nov/07

57. Where a fee simple interest in a parcel of {TFN} First Nation Lands is
expropriated by a Federal Expropriating Authority, the Federal
Expropriating Authority will make reasonable efforts to identify
replacement land within the {TFN} Statement of Intent Area, being
either federal Crown land or land available on a willing-seller willingbuyer basis, including lands owned by British Columbia that might be
available for purchase, of equivalent or greater size and comparable value
and, if acceptable to the {TFN} First Nation, to acquire and offer the
replacement land to the {TFN} First Nation as partial or full
compensation for the expropriation. If the Federal Expropriating
Authority and the {TFN} First Nation are unable to agree on the
provision of replacement land as compensation, the Federal
Expropriating Authority will provide the {TFN} First Nation with other
compensation in accordance with this Agreement.

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, Ma, __, __
16/05/06

58. Subject to paragraph 61, if the replacement land identified by the Federal
Expropriating Authority would result in the total size of {TFN} First
Nation Lands being less than at the Effective Date and the {TFN} First
Nation does not agree that the replacement land is of comparable value to
the interest in {TFN} First Nation Lands being expropriated, the {TFN}
First Nation may refer the issue of whether the replacement land is of
comparable value to the interest in {TFN} First Nation Lands being
expropriated to be finally determined by arbitration under the Dispute
Resolution Chapter.

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, __, __, __
4/10/07

59. The total value of compensation for an interest in {TFN} First Nation
Lands expropriated by a Federal Expropriating Authority pursuant to this
Chapter will be based upon the following factors:
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AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, Ma, __, __
17/01/07

a) the fair market value of the expropriated interest or of the {TFN}
First Nation Lands in which an interest has been expropriated;

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, Ma, __, __
16/05/06

b) the replacement value of any improvement to the {TFN} First
Nation Lands in which an interest has been expropriated;

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, Ma, __, __
16/05/06

c) any expenses or losses resulting from the disturbance directly
attributable to the expropriation;

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, Ma, __, __
16/05/06

d) any reduction in the value of any interest in {TFN} First Nation
Lands that is not expropriated which directly relates to the
expropriation;

For Canada legal
review 4/10/07

e) any adverse effect on any cultural or other special value of {TFN}
First Nation Lands in which an interest has been expropriated [to
the {TFN} First Nation, provided that the cultural or other
special value is only applied to a legal interest in {TFN} First
Nation Lands and held by {TFN} First Nation, and provided
that there will be no increase in the total value of compensation
on account of any Aboriginal rights, title or interest]; and

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, Ma, __, __
16/05/06

f) the value of any special economic advantage arising out of or
incidental to the occupation or use of the {TFN} First Nation
Lands by the {TFN} First Nation to the extent that the value is
not otherwise compensated.

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, Ma, __, __
07/12/06

60. Subject to paragraph 61, if the total value of compensation cannot be
agreed upon between the Federal Expropriating Authority and {TFN}
First Nation, or where there is disagreement on whether the combination
of replacement land and cash is equal to the total value of compensation,
the Federal Expropriating Authority or the {TFN} First Nation may refer
the issue of the total value of compensation for dispute resolution under
the Dispute Resolution Chapter.

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, __, __, __
4/10/07

61. A dispute on the valuation of replacement land under paragraph 58, or on
the total value of compensation under paragraph 60, or on the terms and
conditions of the return of land under paragraph 72, will not delay the
expropriation.

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, __, __, __
4/10/07

62. Any claim or encumbrance in respect of the interest expropriated by a
Federal Expropriating Authority may only be made or discharged against
the amount of compensation payable under paragraph 59.

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, Ma, __, __

63. Interest is payable on compensation from the effective date of an
expropriation at the prejudgement interest rate payable in accordance
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with federal legislation.

Canada will review
5-02-08

64. Where a Federal Expropriating Authority expropriates or otherwise
acquires a fee simple interest in a parcel of {TFN} First Nation Lands,
the land will no longer be {TFN} First Nation Lands[, unless otherwise
agreed by the Parties].

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, Ma, __, __
16/05/06

65. Where a Federal Expropriating Authority expropriates less than a fee
simple interest in a parcel of {TFN} First Nation Lands:
a) the parcel of land retains its status as {TFN} First Nation Lands;
b) the parcel of land remains subject to {TFN} First Nation laws
that are otherwise applicable, except to the extent that such laws
are inconsistent with the use of the parcel of land for which the
expropriation took place; and
c) the {TFN} First Nation may continue to use and occupy the
parcel of land, except to the extent the use or occupation is
inconsistent with the expropriation in the view of the Federal
Expropriating Authority.

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, Ma, __, __
07/12/06

66. Canada and British Columbia will consent to replacement land,
transferred by a Federal Expropriating Authority to the {TFN} First
Nation as part of the compensation in accordance with paragraph 57,
being added to {TFN} First Nation Lands if:

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, __, __, __
4/10/07

a) the replacement land is within the {TFN} First Nation Area;

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, Ma, __, __
07/12/06

b) the addition of replacement land to {TFN} First Nation Lands
will not result in Canada or British Columbia being required to
assume financial or other obligations; and

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, Ma, __, __
07/12/06

c) the proposed replacement land is located outside of municipal
boundaries or within municipal boundaries, if the municipality
consents.

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, __, __
05-02-08

67. In addition to the requirements under paragraph 66, Canada may require
that any replacement land will be in an area that is not in an area where
another First Nation has a legal interest, an area subject to treaty
negotiations or an area subject to a treaty or land claims agreement,
unless consent is obtained from the First Nation that has made the legal
interest or is party to the treaty negotiation or treaty or land claims
agreement.
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68. Replacement land that is added to {TFN} First Nation Lands under
paragraph 57 will include ownership of the Subsurface Resources if:
a) the fee simple estate in {TFN} First Nation Lands is expropriated
by the Federal Expropriating Authority and includes the
Subsurface Resources; and
b) the Federal Expropriating Authority owns the Subsurface
Resources in the replacement land immediately before the transfer
of the land to {TFN} First Nation.

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, , __, __

05-02-08

69. Where an expropriated interest in a parcel of {TFN} First Nation Lands
is no longer required for the purpose for which it was expropriated, the
federal department, agency, or person for whom the land was
expropriated, or its successors or assigns, will ensure that the interest in
land is returned to the {TFN} First Nation, on the terms and conditions
negotiated in accordance with paragraph 71. Subject to paragraph 66,
where a fee simple interest in a parcel of land is returned to the {TFN}
First Nation in accordance with this section, the parcel of land will
become {TFN} First Nation Lands on the date of the transfer of the fee
simple interest in the parcel of land to the {TFN} First Nation.

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, Ma, __, __
07/12/06

70. The consent of the Governor-in-Council is not required to give effect to a
reversion under paragraph 69, and the federal department, agency or
person for whom the land was expropriated will determine the disposition
of any improvements made to the land in a manner consistent with the
agreement reached pursuant to paragraph 71.

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, , __, __

71. The terms and conditions of the return of an expropriated interest in
{TFN} First Nation Lands, including requirements relating to financial
considerations based on market value principles and the condition of the
land to be returned, including the process for resolving any disputes
around the implementation of these terms and conditions, will be
negotiated by the {TFN} First Nation and the Federal Expropriating
Authority at the time of the expropriation.

05-02-08

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, Ma, __, __
16/05/06

72. Where the terms and conditions of the return of an expropriated interest
in {TFN} First Nation Lands cannot be agreed upon by the {TFN} First
Nation and the Federal Expropriating Authority at the time of the
expropriation, either the {TFN} First Nation or the Federal Expropriating
Authority, may refer the issue to be finally determined by arbitration
under the Dispute Resolution Chapter.

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, __, __, __
4/10/07

73. Except as otherwise provided in this part no conflict or dispute between
the Parties respecting the interpretation, application or implementation of
this part will go to dispute resolution under the Dispute Resolution
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Chapter.
AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, , __, __

05-02-08

74. Subject to paragraph 75, except to the extent that the provisions of this
Chapter modify the application of federal legislation relating to an
expropriation of {TFN} First Nation Lands, all federal legislation
relating to expropriation applies to an expropriation of {TFN} First
Nation Lands under this Chapter.

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, Ma, __, __
16/05/06

75. Without limiting the generality of [reference to General Provisions
paragraph], in the event of a conflict between this Agreement and the
Expropriation Act (Canada) or other federal legislation relating to the
expropriation, the provisions of this Agreement will prevail to the extent
of the conflict.

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, , __, __

76. Nothing in the Final Agreement affects or limits the application of the
Emergencies Act (Canada), or any successor legislation, and the
Emergencies Act (Canada) will continue to apply in all aspects to {TFN}
First Nation Lands.

05-02-08

Interim Protection Measures
AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, __, __, __
2/08/07

77. When the Parties agree on all lands that are to become {TFN} First
Nation Lands, the Parties will negotiate an interim protection measures
agreement on proposed {TFN} First Nation Lands for a term of two
years and such term may be extended with the agreement of the Parties.
LAW-MAKING

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, __, __, __
4/10/07
d) agreed 5-02-08

78. The {TFN} First Nation Government may make laws with respect to:
a) the use of {TFN} First Nation Lands, including:
i. possession and management, which includes trespass and
nuisance, and
ii. land use planning, zoning and development of {TFN}
First Nation Lands;
iii. designation, including the designation of {TFN} First
Nations public lands or {TFN} First Nation private lands;
b) the ownership and disposition of interests or estates in {TFN}
First Nation Lands;
c) the establishment and operation of a {TFN} First Nation land title
or land registry system for {TFN} First Nation Lands;
d) other similar matters relating to the property interests of {TFN}
First Nations Government in {TFN} First Nations land; and
e) expropriation for public purposes and public works by the {TFN}
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First Nation Government of interests or estates in {TFN} First
Nation Lands other than:
i. Tenures, including Rights of Way, granted or continued
on the Effective Date, or thereafter replaced in accordance
with the Final Agreement, unless specifically provided for
otherwise in the Final Agreement; and
ii. interests or estates expropriated or otherwise acquired by a
Federal Expropriating Authority or expropriated by
British Columbia or otherwise acquired by a Provincial
Expropriating Authority,
if {TFN} First Nation provides fair compensation to the owner of the
estate or interest and the expropriation is of the smallest estate or
interest necessary for the public purpose or public work.
AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, __, __, __
4/10/07

79. Subject to paragraph 80, in the event of a Conflict between a {TFN} First
Nation law under paragraph 78 and a Federal or Provincial Law, the
{TFN} First Nation law prevails to the extent of the Conflict.

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, __, __, __ 5-0208

80. In the event of a Conflict between a {TFN} First Nation Law under
subparagraph 78.b) and 78.d) and a Federal or Provincial Law with
respect to matrimonial real property, the Federal or Provincial Law
prevails to the extent of the Conflict.

AP by Can, BC, Ks,
Km, __, __, __
4/10/07

81. A {TFN} First Nation Law under paragraph 78.b) with respect to
interests or estates that are recognized under Federal or Provincial Law
must be consistent with Federal and Provincial Law with respect to
interests or estates in land.
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Chapter 4
Questions and Answers
Land Title
This chapter explains how the Kitselas can register title to parcels of Kitselas Lands in
the provincial land title system, what rules apply while the title is registered, and how the
Kitselas Nation can cancel the registration.
All of our land transactions, such as: leases, permits and land ownership are registered in
Ottawa using the Indian Affairs Indian Land Registry system.
Why would the Kitselas wish to register the title to a parcel of Kitselas Lands in the
provincial system?
The provincial land title system is a fundamental part of real property rights in British
Columbia. It provides the means for owners and purchasers of land, and holders of
interests in land such as mortgages or rights-of-way, to have certainty about their
interests. If an interest in land is registered in the provincial system, that interest is
guaranteed by the provincial assurance fund. While the Treaty provides the Kitselas
Nation with the authority to establish a Kitselas land registry or land title system, it may
be that to achieve the full economic benefit of a particular parcel of land it will be
advantageous to have title to that parcel registered in the provincial system. Under the
Treaty, it will be up to the Kitselas Nation to make that decision.
The Choice after treaty will be: Do we create our own Registry system OR Do we use the
provincial Land Registry system. It important to remember registering our land in the
provincial land registry system does NOT make our lands provincial lands, it is only a
registry system.
Will the Kitselas Nation continue to have authority if the title to a parcel of Kitselas
Lands is registered in the provincial system?
Yes. The Land Title Act will apply, with its strict requirements for registration, but the
roles of the Kitselas Nation will be recognized. The jurisdiction of Kitselas Government
and the Kitselas Village Governments will not be reduced, except as set out in the Treaty.
Can the Kitselas Nation cancel the registration of the title to a parcel of land in the
provincial system?
Yes. If a parcel of land is owned by the Kitselas Nation or Kitselas Corporation, and if no
other person has a charge against the title, such as a mortgage or a right-of-way, the
Kitselas Nation can apply to cancel the registration, with the consent of the owner of that
parcel.
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CHAPTER 4 –LAND TITLE CHAPTER
FEDERAL TITLE REGISTRATION
AP by Can,
BC, Ks, Km,
__, __, __
21/08/07

1. Federal land title and land registry laws, other than laws with respect to the
survey and recording of interests or estates that are owned by Canada and are in
{TFN} First Nation Lands, do not apply to any parcel of {TFN} First Nation
Lands.
LAND TITLES SYSTEM (TORRENS)

AP by Can,
BC, Ks, Km,
__, __, __
21/08/07

2. The Land Title Act does not apply to a parcel of {TFN} First Nation Lands for
which:
a)

no application has been made under the Land Title Act in accordance with
the Final Agreement for the registration of an indefeasible title;

b) an application has been made under the Land Title Act in accordance with
the Final Agreement for the registration of an indefeasible title and that
application has been withdrawn or rejected; or
c)
AP by Can,
BC, Ks, Km,
__, __, __
21/08/07

the indefeasible title under the Land Title Act has been cancelled under that
Act in accordance with the Final Agreement.

3. If the {TFN} First Nation applies under the Land Title Act in accordance with
the Final Agreement, for the registration of an indefeasible title to a parcel of
{TFN} First Nation Lands, then, effective from the time of application and until
the application has been withdrawn or rejected, or the indefeasible title is
cancelled, the Land Title Act, but not any {TFN} First Nation Law with respect
to land title or land registration made pursuant to the Final Agreement, applies
to the parcel.
APPLICATION FOR REGISTRATION OF INDEFEASIBLE TITLE

AP by Can,
BC, Ks, Km,
__, __, __
21/08/07

4. {TFN} First Nation, and no other person, may apply under the Land Title Act
for the registration of an indefeasible title to a parcel of {TFN} First Nation
Lands for which no indefeasible title is registered at the time of application, and
such application may be made in the name of {TFN} First Nation or on behalf
of another person.

AP by Can,
BC, Ks, Km,
__, __, __
21/08/07

5. {TFN} First Nation will, as soon as practicable after the Effective Date, apply
for the registration of indefeasible title under paragraph 4 to those parcels of
{TFN} First Nation Land for which no indefeasible title is registered and for
which {TFN} First Nation has granted a Tenure or replacement Tenure
identified in Part 1 of Appendix XX.

Subject to
agreement
on appendix
(w/i FA
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LAND TITLE FEES
AP by Can,
BC, Ks, Km,
__, __, __
21/08/07

6. If {TFN} First Nation applies for the registration of an indefeasible title to a
parcel of {TFN} First Nation Lands for which no indefeasible title has been
registered after the Effective Date, and the proposed registered owner in fee
simple is {TFN} First Nation, a {TFN} First Nation Corporation, or a {TFN}
First Nation Public Institution, no land title fees are payable with respect to the
application by which the proposed registered owner becomes the registered
owner.
{TFN} FIRST NATION CERTIFICATE

AP by Can,
BC, Ks, Km,
__, __, __
21/08/07

7. {TFN} First Nation, when applying for the registration of an indefeasible title
to a parcel of {TFN} First Nation Lands under paragraph 4, will provide to the
Registrar:
a)

a description of the boundaries of the parcel;

b) a certificate of the {TFN} First Nation Government certifying that, on the
date of the {TFN} First Nation Certificate, the person named as the owner
in fee simple in the {TFN} First Nation Certificate is the owner of the
estate in fee simple of the parcel, and certifying that the {TFN} First
Nation Certificate sets out all:

c)
AP by Can,
BC, Ks, Km,
__, __, __
21/08/07

i.

subsisting conditions, provisos, restrictions, exceptions, and
reservations contained in the original or any other conveyance or
disposition from the {TFN} First Nation whether in favour of {TFN}
First Nation or another person;

ii.

interests or estates; and

iii.

charges with respect to a debt owed to {TFN} First Nation, to which
the estate in fee simple of the parcel is subject, and

registerable copies of all documents necessary to register all of the items
referred to in subparagraph b).

8. A {TFN} First Nation Certificate will expire if:
a)

within seven days of the date of the {TFN} First Nation Certificate, {TFN}
First Nation has not made an application for registration of an indefeasible
title to the parcel referred to in the {TFN} First Nation Certificate; or

b) an application under subparagraph a) has been made but that application
has been withdrawn or rejected.
REGISTRATION OF INDEFEASIBLE TITLE
AP by Can,

9. If {TFN} First Nation makes an application for the registration of indefeasible
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title to a parcel of {TFN} First Nation Lands under paragraph 4, and if the
Registrar is satisfied that:
a)

a good safe holding and marketable title in fee simple for the parcel has
been established by {TFN} First Nation;

b) the boundaries of the parcel are sufficiently defined by the description
provided by {TFN} First Nation;
c)

all of the estates, interests, and other charges set out in the {TFN} First
Nation Certificate are registerable under the Land Title Act; and

d) the {TFN} First Nation Certificate has not expired under paragraph 8, then
the Registrar must:
i.

register the indefeasible title to the parcel;

ii.

make a note on the indefeasible title that the parcel is {TFN} First
Nation Lands and may be subject to conditions, provisos, restrictions,
exceptions, and reservations in favour of {TFN} First Nation;

iii.

register as charges the estates and interests set out in subparagraph
7.b)ii and the other charges set out in subparagraph 7.b)iii; and

iv.

provide a copy of the indefeasible title to {TFN} First Nation.

AP by Can,
BC, Ks, Km,
__, __, __
21/08/07

10. The Registrar is entitled to rely on, and is not required to make any inquiries
with respect to, the matters certified in the {TFN} First Nation Certificate and a
person deprived of an estate, interest, condition, proviso, restriction, exception
or reservation, in or to a parcel of {TFN} First Nation Lands as a result of the
reliance by the Registrar on the {TFN} First Nation Certificate, and the
issuance by the Registrar of an indefeasible title based on the {TFN} First
Nation Certificate, will have no recourse, at law or in equity, against the
Registrar, the Assurance Fund or British Columbia or Canada.

AP by Can,
BC, Ks, Km,
__, __, __
21/08/07

11. No title adverse to, or in derogation of, the title of the registered owner of a
parcel of {TFN} First Nation Lands under the Land Title Act will be acquired
by length of possession and, for greater certainty, subsection 23(4) of the Land
Title Act does not apply with respect to {TFN} First Nation Lands.
CANCELLATION OF INDEFEASIBLE TITLE

AP by Can,
BC, Ks, Km,
__, __, __
21/08/07

12. {TFN} First Nation, and no other person, may apply under the Land Title Act in
accordance with this Chapter for cancellation of the registration of an
indefeasible title to a parcel of {TFN} First Nation Lands.

AP by Can,
BC, Ks, Km,
__, __, __
21/08/07

13. {TFN} First Nation, when applying under the Land Title Act in accordance with
this Chapter for the cancellation of the registration of an indefeasible title to a
parcel of {TFN} First Nation Lands, will provide to the Registrar an application
for cancellation of registration and will deliver to the Registrar any duplicate
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indefeasible title that may have been issued with respect to that parcel.
AP by Can,
BC, Ks, Km,
__, __, __
21/08/07

14. Upon receiving an application from {TFN} First Nation for cancellation of the
registration of an indefeasible title to a parcel of {TFN} First Nation Lands
under paragraph 12 and 13, and if:
a)

the registered owner of the estate in fee simple to the parcel is {TFN} First
Nation or

b) {TFN} First Nation Corporation, and consents; and
c)

the indefeasible title to the parcel is free and clear of all charges, except
those in favour of {TFN} First Nation, the Registrar will cancel the
registration of the indefeasible title.

AMENDMENTS TO LAND TITLE ACT WITH RESPECT TO APPROVING
OFFICERS
AP by Can,
BC, Ks, Km,
__, __, __
21/08/07

15. British Columbia will recommend to the Legislature of British Columbia that
the Land Title Act will be amended to provide for the appointment of an
approving officer by the {TFN} First Nation Government for {TFN} First
Nation Lands.
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